April 18, 2016

Mr. Richard Reeves  
IPEDS Program Director  
National Center for Education Statistics  
Potomac Center Plaza  
550 12th Street SW, Room 4134  
Washington, DC 20202

Dear Mr. Reeves:

This letter is submitted on behalf of the Postsecondary Data Collaborative (PostsecData), in response to the proposed addition of a Pell Grant recipient cohort to the Outcome Measures (OM) Survey component of the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). PostsecData is comprised of organizations committed to the use of high-quality postsecondary data to improve student success and advance educational equity.

It is very encouraging that the Department of Education (ED) is taking steps to include indicators of the postsecondary success of Pell recipients in IPEDS. The higher education community – including PostsecData – has frequently advocated for the addition of Pell graduation rates to IPEDS. For example, a 2008 IPEDS Technical Review Panel (TRP) recommended establishing a Pell Grant sub-cohort in the Graduate Rate Survey. Additionally, the Committee on Measures of Student Success (CMSS) called for ED to direct the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) to add Pell graduation rates to IPEDS and convene a TRP to determine how to do so.

These data could provide students, policymakers, institutions, and policy researchers with information on how outcomes for low-income students vary across institutions and how they compare with the outcomes of more well-resourced classmates. While Sec. 488(a)(3) of the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2008 (HEOA) requires institutions to disclose graduation rates disaggregated based on Pell status, research has shown inadequate compliance with this disclosure requirement. Furthermore, as a disclosure requirement, these data are difficult to collect and use in a comprehensive way because gathering them requires contacting thousands of individual colleges. We applaud ED for responding to the clarion call for the addition of low-income student outcomes to IPEDS. To ensure these data are as useful as possible, we make the following recommendations that advise on appropriate ways to use the results, propose a series of technical specifications, and present alternate solutions that would implement those specifications:

A. **Use Pell graduation rates to measure success for low-income students, not the effectiveness of the Pell Grant program**

B. **Make the results more useful by improving how the Pell cohort and outcome data are specified**

1. Do not combine students of varying attendance and enrollment patterns into one Pell cohort
2. Define Pell recipients as those students who receive Pell when they initially enroll in college (Pell at entry), not those who receive Pell at any point while enrolled in college (Pell ever)
3. Require all institutions to report outcomes for Pell students, not only degree-granting institutions
4. Report Pell outcomes after 100, 150, and 200 percent of program time instead of (or in addition to) after 6 and 8 years
5. Disaggregate cohorts by credential sought

C. **Implement an alternate solution for collecting essential data on Pell student outcomes**

1. Incorporate a Pell cohort into the Graduation Rate Survey (GRS)
2. Disaggregate each OM cohort by Pell, using the existing OM survey
3. Disaggregate each OM cohort by Pell, using a revised OM survey
Each of these recommendations is discussed in detail below.

A. Use Pell graduation rates to measure success for low-income students, not the effectiveness of the Pell Grant program

In light of the widespread support for additional data on how low-income students are served by their respective institutions, NCES’ proposal is a positive one. When available, Pell (and non-Pell) graduation rate data can help identify institutions that are serving low-income students well and closing gaps between them and their higher income classmates, while also shining a light on campuses that could serve low-income students better. Pell receipt serves as a useful proxy for income status, illuminating trends in outcomes by economic status.

However, proper use of these data is key, as Pell graduation rates are not an appropriate measure of effectiveness for the Pell Grant program as the Federal Register notice suggests when referring to the new measure as a means “to assess the effectiveness of this large federal investment to undergraduate students.” Pell Grants make college possible for nearly eight million Americans who rely on the grants to attend and complete college. Many improvements to the Pell program are necessary to increase its effectiveness, including increasing the grant’s purchasing power beyond the less than 30 percent of four-year public college costs that the maximum grant currently covers. If institution-level Pell graduation rates prove to be lower than rates for non-Pell students, those findings should not be interpreted as a failure of the program itself, but rather spur institutional improvement efforts and further investment in the Pell program. We cannot stress enough how important it is to maintain focus on the use of a Pell receipt indicator as a proxy to determine how low-income students are served at the postsecondary level.

B. Make the results more useful by improving how the Pell cohort and outcome data are specified

Members of the higher education community who have advocated for and plan on using Pell outcome data have serious concerns regarding the proposed implementation of this new measure and expect significant barriers to robust and beneficial analysis of the data as specified. To remedy these challenges, we propose the following:

1. Do not combine students of varying attendance and enrollment patterns into one Pell cohort. The proposed approach of using an aggregated cohort raises the most serious concerns. If implemented as proposed, the Pell OM cohort would mix widely varying student populations into one, irrespective of attendance intensity and enrollment status. First-time, transfer, full-time, and part-time students experience different enrollment and completion trajectories, and, when combined, create a heterogeneous cohort. It will therefore be impossible to tell whether the varying Pell graduation rates across colleges are a result of true differences in outcomes for Pell students or because of meaningful differences in the types of students institutions enroll and attendance patterns of those enrolled.

This heterogeneity is also problematic when comparing Pell outcomes with non-Pell outcomes because Pell recipients and non-recipients attend part-time and transfer at different rates. As a result, the distribution of attendance and enrollment patterns within the Pell cohort will be different from the distribution within the non-Pell cohort, making comparisons between the two cohorts difficult to interpret. Additionally, the aggregated cohort seems to be in conflict with TRP #24’s recommendation, which called for a first-time full-time (FTFT) Pell sub-cohort as well as a first-time part-time (FTPT) Pell sub-cohort if a part-time cohort were to be established.

Furthermore, the results will not be comparable to other cohorts typically used in higher education. In fact, the aggregated cohort deviates from current field practice. For example:

a. Complete College America (CCA) collects Pell graduation rates for nine separate cohorts – certificate, associate, and bachelor’s-seeking crossed with FTFT, FTPT, and transfer (full- and part-time combined).
b. The Student Achievement Measure (SAM) calculates student outcomes separately for FTFT and transfer full-time students in their bachelor’s model. They also include optional bachelor’s cohorts for first-time part-time and transfer part-time students. In the associate/certificate model, they collect two cohorts: full-time students (including first-time and transfer) and part-time students (including first-time and transfer). While SAM does not currently disaggregate for Pell status, it does set a clear precedent of reporting outcomes separately for cohorts defined by attendance and enrollment status. SAM will also be adding the capability for reporting Pell student outcomes as a sub-cohort to existing models in fall 2016.

c. Statutory requirements for disclosure pertain to the completion/graduation rate of certificate/degree-seeking full-time undergraduate students, and are required by law to be disaggregated by gender and race/ethnicity as well as Pell receipt, receipt of subsidized Stafford loans but not Pell, and neither the specified loans nor Pell. Based on this disclosure requirement, The Education Trust’s “The Pell Partnership” research calculates Pell graduation rates using a FTFT cohort.

2. Define Pell recipients as those who receive Pell at entry, not those who receive Pell ever. Voluntary data initiatives have led the way in defining and collecting Pell graduation rates, and several define Pell receipt based on status at entry for cohort-based measures, like graduation rates. We recommend defining Pell at entry for outcome data in IPEDS, as well. While identifying Pell recipients at entry will omit an estimated 11 percent of students per cohort who become low-income after their first year or apply for aid and are accurately captured as low-income later in their college careers, the benefits of defining Pell at entry outweigh this downside:

a. Timeliness: Defining Pell ever requires waiting for the full measurement time period (8 years) to elapse before reporting outcome information, whereas defining Pell at entry allows for earlier reporting as the cohort progresses. While the OM survey only requires retrospective reporting at the 8-year mark, it could evolve in the future to include more frequent, earlier reporting. Even if not reported to IPEDS more frequently, institutions likely will want to check on the progress of their Pell cohort at earlier intervals, providing them with more real-time data to inform institutional policies, rather than waiting 8 years for retrospective data. These interim checks will be difficult if Pell is not defined at cohort entry.

b. Consistency: Other elements of OM and GRS cohorts (attendance status, enrollment intensity, race/ethnicity, gender) all are defined at entry, so defining Pell at entry would be consistent with other IPEDS cohort-based elements. Furthermore, all dependent students who remain enrolled for 8 years will age out of dependency status while enrolled, making them more likely to become Pell-eligible in later years. While these students are legitimately Pell-eligible, combining them with students who qualified for Pell for the majority of their college enrollment muddies the proxy and builds inconsistencies into the measurement.

c. TRP recommendations: TRP #24 recommends using Pell at entry, saying “those cohort members who received Pell dollars (disbursements) during the official student financial aid year for the year in which the cohort is established” should be counted as Pell recipients.

d. Clarity: Defining Pell ever raises questions about how to classify students who receive Pell Grants only in year 7 or 8 because their Pell status would be different at the 6-year and 8-year outcome points. Including year 7/8 Pell recipients in the Pell cohort for 6-year outcomes seems imprecise, but excluding them at year 6 and including them at year 8 is inconsistent and creates comparability problems.

e. Insufficient value added: Defining Pell ever does not produce substantially different graduation rates than defining Pell at entry. Among students who receive Pell at entry, 35 percent attain a credential at their first institution, compared with 34 percent of students who received Pell ever. This trend of similar results holds across institution types, with the largest difference occurring at private non-profit four-year institutions.
institutions (49 percent completion for Pell at entry, compared with 51 percent for Pell ever). Students who receive Pell ever are slightly (5.5 percentage points) more likely to transfer than students who only receive Pell at entry, perhaps because they receive Pell at the subsequent institution.\textsuperscript{24} Given the relatively small difference in results alongside the substantial benefits outlined above, Pell at entry is a better option.

To account for the estimated one-quarter of Pell recipients per cohort who receive Pell at some point but not in their first year,\textsuperscript{25} the IPEDS Completions survey could disaggregate the number of completers by whether they received Pell ever. Completer counts are more suited to a Pell ever proxy because the counts are retrospective by nature. Furthermore, defining Pell at entry for cohort measures and Pell ever for completer counts would mirror the methodology implemented by CCA and Access to Success (A2S).\textsuperscript{26}

3. **Require all institutions to report Pell outcomes, not only degree-granting institutions.** Only degree-granting institutions are required to complete the OM survey, so by including a Pell cohort in the OM survey but not the GRS, the field will still miss outcome information for approximately 436,000 Pell recipients attending nearly 2,700 non-degree-granting institutions.\textsuperscript{27}

4. **Report Pell outcomes after 100, 150, and 200 percent of program time instead of (or in addition to) after 6 and 8 years.** Reporting outcomes only at 6 and 8 years makes the proposed metric very retrospective, with more lag in reporting, and would only provide data on community college students at 300 and 400 percent of time. While these extended timeframes may be useful for community colleges, they should be additional options, rather than replacements for the shorter timeframes required in HEA. The 6- and 8-year timeframes are built into the OM survey, so if Pell completion outcomes were to remain in the OM rather than the GRS then this recommendation would require changes to the survey itself. For more detailed recommendations on improving the OM survey, please refer to PostsecData’s December 2014 comments.

5. **Disaggregate cohorts by credential sought.** Meaningful examination of student outcomes necessitates an understanding of student intentions. Several voluntary data initiatives (including SAM, CCA, and A2S) disaggregate cohorts accordingly.\textsuperscript{28} Additionally, institutions that offer multiple credentials already are required to report the graduation rates of bachelor’s degree-seekers separately from other credential-seekers, and must further report the program length for each federal aid recipient to the National Student Loan Data System (NSLDS).\textsuperscript{29} With these reporting measures in place, institutions should already be prepared to report credential sought.

C. **Implement an alternate solution for collecting essential data on Pell student outcomes**

Incorporating the above recommendations, we put forward a series of alternatives to the method of including Pell outcome data proposed in the Federal Register. We recognize that each approach has benefits and drawbacks that must be considered. Several partner organizations are submitting separate comments that make the case for one or more of these options.

1. **Incorporate a Pell cohort into the GRS:** Add Pell (at entry) as a disaggregate to the GRS component of IPEDS, inline with extant HEOA disclosure requirements and the recommendation of TRP #24.\textsuperscript{30} The primary limitation of this approach is that the resulting Pell graduation rates would be limited to FTF students, which are not representative of the entire student body at many institutions. However, it would be consistent with as well as comparable to pre-existing and commonly used graduation rates, such as those disaggregated by race and gender. Incorporating Pell as a disaggregate in the GRS would address all the recommendations listed above, including disaggregating bachelor’s from associate/certificate-seekers and reporting on the 100 percent, 150 percent, and
200 percent timeframe. Furthermore, it would minimize burden by aligning with the HEOA disclosure requirement that institutions are already required to calculate.

The notice in the Federal Register states burden and confidentiality issues are associated with incorporating Pell graduation rates into the GRS instead of the OM survey. However, these issues can be overcome. Simply including a Pell sub-cohort in the GRS should not necessitate disaggregating the Pell sub-cohort by race/ethnicity and gender. Rather, the GRS could maintain the race/ethnicity and gender disaggregates as-is and add a separate Pell sub-cohort that does not disaggregate further. The Federal Register notice also cites the potential to calculate non-Pell outcomes as a justification for using OM, but non-Pell outcomes could be calculated using the GRS as well.

2. **Disaggregate each OM cohort by Pell, using the existing OM survey:** Add Pell recipients to the OM survey as a variable for disaggregation for each of the four established cohorts, rather than a separate cohort that aggregates important and distinct elements of the others. This approach would not address the long 6- and 8-year reporting timeframes or the disaggregation by credential level, but it would have the benefit of capturing more than FTFT students. Most importantly, it would produce separate results for cohorts of differing attendance and enrollment statuses. It would require more institutional effort to report these four Pell cohorts than Option #1 would require.

3. **Disaggregate each OM cohort by Pell, using a revised OM survey:** Add Pell recipients to the OM survey as a variable for disaggregation for each of the four established cohorts rather than a separate cohort, refine the OM survey to disaggregate each cohort by level of degree sought, and adjust the reporting timeframe. The PostsecData Collaborative published a letter in response to RTI's *Report and Suggestions from IPEDS Technical Review Panel 45: Outcome Measures* in December 2014 that made detailed recommendations as to how this disaggregation for more robust analysis could be accomplished. This solution would produce the most comprehensive results, but would require the greatest institutional reporting effort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Option 1</th>
<th>Option 2</th>
<th>Option 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Includes more than FTFT</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aligns with HEOA disclosure</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allows for comparisons with graduation rates by race/ethnicity and gender</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaggregates by credential level</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reports at timely intervals</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most importantly, in designing a Pell completion rate metric, we urge the Department to avoid combining students of differing attendance and enrollment statuses into one Pell recipient cohort, and we emphasize the importance of framing the data’s purpose as advancing educational equity and institutional improvement rather than program evaluation.

This letter is supported by 15 organizations committed to high-quality postsecondary data. We truly value the Department's efforts to improve postsecondary data systems, we support efforts to collect more comprehensive data on student outcomes, and we commend NCES for taking this step in what is certainly the right direction. Our hope is that, by providing multiple alternatives to the proposed measures, NCES will have not only the additional information and substantive feedback it seeks from the higher education community, but the freedom to adopt a measure that truly helps us best understand how to support millions of low-income students and the institutions that serve them. Moreover, student-level data collection would streamline collection and reporting, allowing for the most useful metrics to be
calculated with less concern about reporting burden, so we support the development of such a system. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed changes as well as for thoughtful consideration of our feedback and recommendations. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call or email Mamie Voight at mvoight@ihep.org or (202) 587-4967.

Sincerely,

Association of Public & Land-grant Universities
Campaign for College Opportunity
Center for Law and Social Policy
Complete College America
Data Quality Campaign
Georgetown Center on Education and the Workforce
Institute for Higher Education Policy
National Association for College Admission Counseling
National College Access Network
National Skills Coalition
New America
Pell Institute for the Study of Opportunity in Higher Education
Southern Education Foundation
The Education Trust
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
Young Invincibles
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